CATALOG 2020

AN ITALIAN CAT HYGIENE SPECIALIST FOR OVER 30 YEARS.

FIRST CHOICE
MATERIALS,
FOR THE LATEST
GENERATION
OF CAT LITTERS.
Laviosa research has created Lindocat
Advanced: an innovative range
of clumping litters made from
100% natural materials.
The most advanced technology has
been used for the well-being of both
your cat and the environment.
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LINDOCAT ADVANCED

CONTROL +
ALWAYS KEEPING
THE HEALTH OF YOUR
CAT UNDER CONTROL.
Control + special microgranules check
the pH value in urine and, if there are
any changes, the microgranules change
color (from purple to blue) warning you
of any possible kidney or urinary tract
problems to promptly refer to the vet.
This latest generation diagnostic
formula does not use any chemicals:
Control + is based on bentonite, a
100% natural clay, free of any artificial
additives and fragrances. Its great
clumping properties makes daily litter
cleaning quick and easy, while not
wasting any of the product.

+ DIAGNOSTIC LITTER
+ LONG-LASTING
+ EASY TO CLEAN
+ 100% NATURAL
PACK 6L
BUNDLE 3
PALLET 150
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LINDOCAT ADVANCED

LIGHT +
LIGHT FOR BOTH HUMANS
AND THE ENVIRONMENT.
Thanks to its innovative formula,
Light + is 40% lighter than a normal
mineral cat litter, yet it has the same
excellent absorbency. A factor that
extends the life span of the litter thus
reducing its environmental impact.
The formula with natural bentonite, free
of any artificial additives and fragrances,
gives Light + extraordinary clumping
properties, meaning you can remove just
what’s necessary quickly and easily
when cleaning.

+ ULTRA LIGHT
+ LONG-LASTING
+ EASY TO CLEAN
+ 100% NATURAL
PACK 10L
BUNDLE PALLET 144
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LINDOCAT ADVANCED

CLUMPING +
TRIPLE ACTION,
TRIPLE FORMAT.
The special structure of natural sodium
bentonite features a lack of dusty
material, guaranteeing that Clumping +
has the incomparable ability to instantly
form ultra-compact clumps on contact
with urine, neutralizing any odors.

NEW

To further control odors two formulas
have been added: Clumping + Activated
Carbon and Clumping + Baby Powder.
The first uses the effectiveness of
natural activated carbon to capture
the molecules responsible for bad odors;
the second adds the delicate fragrance
of talcum powder to the surrounding
environment.

+ INSTANT CLUMPS
+ ZERO ODORS
+ ZERO DUST
+ 100% NATURAL

CLUMPING +
ACTIVE
CARBON

CLUMPING +

BABY POWDER
SCENT

CLUMPING +

PACK 10L

PACK 10L

PACK 10L

BUNDLE -

BUNDLE -

BUNDLE -

PALLET 100

PALLET 100

PALLET 100

8 006455 001199

8 006455 001182

8 006455 001175
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LINDOCAT ADVANCED

MULTI-CAT +
MULTIPLE CATS,
ONE LITTER.
Thanks to the special baking soda formula,
this litter is ideal for those who have more
than one cat in the house.
A natural remedy to effectively neutralizes
any bad odors from the litter that can
compromise cats sharing it.
Based on 100% natural white bentonite
with its fine granules, it guarantees rapid
and solid clumps, making daily litter cleaning
easy while not wasting any of the product.

+ WITH BAKING SODA
+ IDEAL FOR MULTIPLE CATS
+ LONG LASTING
+ 100% NATURAL
PACK 12L
BUNDLE PALLET 102
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8 006455 001151

LINDOCAT ADVANCED

TOFU +

NEW

ALL THE FORCE
OF NATURE IN
A NEW FORMULA.
A new formula made of 100% tofu,
a completely biodegradable soybean
derivative. Its natural composition
means it can be thrown away in
organic waste or, in small quantities,
directly down the household toilet.
The special structure of the tofu pellets
do not produce dust and do not stick
to the cat’s paws so it doesn’t get
scattered around the house.
The great effectiveness of retaining
liquids and odors is guaranteed
while it also has excellent
agglomerating properties.

+ BIODEGRADABLE
+ DISPOSABLE IN THE TOILET
+ LOW TRACK
+ LONG LASTING
PACK 5L
BOX 8 PZ
PALLET 320

8 006455 004053
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LINDOCAT ADVANCED

GREEN +
RESPECTING
THE ENVIRONMENT AND
THE WELL-BEING OF YOUR CAT.
A completely organic based litter,
made of 100% wood, where no trees
are cut down: it is in fact obtained
as a secondary product from the wood
industry. Its natural composition allows
it to be disposed of in organic
waste or, in small quantities, down
the household toilet.
Its composition of organic fibers does
not produce dust and act naturally
against odors, quickly absorbing
and agglomerating liquids.

+ BIODEGRADABLE
+ DISPOSABLE IN THE TOILET
+ ZERO DUST
+ LONG LASTING
PACK 7L
BUNDLE PALLET 240
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8 006455 004046

LINDOCAT ADVANCED

GREEN + LOW TRACK

NEW

TOTALLY ORGANIC BASED,
NATURALLY EFFECTIVE.
Completely biodegradable thanks
to being made of special soft wood
and organic based agglomerating
agents, Green + Low Track can be
disposed of in organic waste or down
a household toilet if in small quantities.
The wood pellets which make up the
litter prevent dust forming and do not
stick to the cat’s paws, so it doesn’t get
scattered around the house.
The addition of activated carbon
also allows you to naturally capture
bad odors, neutralizing them entirely.

+
+
+

BIODEGRADABLE
LOW TRACK
WITH ACTIVATED CARBON
RECYCLED BAG
PACK 7L
BUNDLE 00
PALLET 00

8 006455 004060
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PREMIUM LITTERS
FOR EVERY CAT
AND EVERY
FAMILY.
Mineral, organic and silica gel based
litters: over the years, Lindocat
has studied a wide range of solutions
for every need both for the cat’s
and the household’s, while only
using first choice raw materials.
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CLUMPING
LITTERS
The wide range of Lindocat clumping litters
are all derived by selecting the best bentonite,
a 100% natural clay mineral. Its granules,
on contact with urine, quickly form a compact
clump which effectively retains any liquids
and bad odors.
The ideal solution for those who want
to manage in a practical and fast way
daily litter cleaning, while not wasting
any of the product and extending
the life span of the litter.

100% NATURAL
LONG-LASTING
COMPACT CLUMPS
ZERO DUST

CLUMPING WHITE BENTONITE

LINDOCAT ACTIVE PLUS
CLUMPING WHITE WITH ACTIVE CARBON FORMULA
Being made of 100% natural white bentonite, it means that
it quickly absorbs liquids transforming them into solid and
compact clumps, which can be removed without wasting any
of the product. A long-lasting litter that is also effective against
bad odors: in fact, its activated carbon formula captures any
bad odor molecules, sanitizing the surrounding environment.

6L
BUNDLE

3

PALLET

150
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LINDOCAT CHARME
CLUMPING WHITE SCENTED WITH MARIGOLD ESSENTIAL OIL
The 100% natural white and pink bentonite granules have great
clumping properties and the excellent ability to retain liquids
and odors. Its special formula with oriental amber scent
is enriched by the benefits of marigolds: soothing and antiseptic,
it protects your cat’s sensitive paws.

10L
BUNDLE

-

PALLET

108

LINDOCAT NATURAL WHITE
CLUMPING WHITE NATURAL AND LONG-LASTING
The precious white bentonite boasts the exceptional ability
to absorb liquids up to three times its own weight.
Thanks to its great clumping properties, it produces compact
and easy to remove clumps leaving the remaining litter intact.
A long-lasting, completely natural solution and dust free.

15L
BUNDLE

-

PALLET

72

LINDOCAT SOAPLY
CLUMPING WHITE WITH CLEAN & FRESH SCENT
Its fine granules ensure the rapid absorption of liquids
and odors with its excellent clumping properties.
It forms compact clumps that are easy to remove reducing
waste to a minimum. Capturing all bad odors, it gives you that
delicate clean & fresh smell, due to the selection of refined
essences.
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5L

10L

BUNDLE

-

-

PALLET

240

120

5L

10L

LINDOCAT PRESTIGE
CLUMPING WHITE WITH BABY POWDER SCENT
Made of 100% natural bentonite, it has very fine white and pink
granules capable of rapidly absorbing liquids and transforming
into solid clumps.
This ensures fast cleaning, without wasting any of the product.
Enriched by a pleasant baby powder fragrance, it contrasts
bad odors effectively.

5L

10L

BUNDLE

-

-

PALLET

240

120

5L

10L

LINDOCAT DOUBLE ACTION
CLUMPING WHITE WITH LAVENDER AND ARGAN ESSENCE
Featuring great clumping properties and with the excellent
ability to retain liquids and odors, this litter is made of precious
white bentonite enriched with purple granules and is dust free.
A delicate lavender fragrance combines with the benefits
of Argan oil, ideal for protecting a cat’s long fur.

5L

10L

BUNDLE

-

-

PALLET

240

120

5L

10L

LINDOCAT ORIGINAL WHITE
CLUMPING WHITE FINE-GRANULE FRAGRANCE FREE
Precious 100% natural white bentonite made from very fine
granules that are ideal to quickly absorb liquids.
It forms compact clumps reducing waste to a minimum,
leaving the remaining litter intact.
The complete absence of perfume makes it ideal for cats
with sensitive skin and smell.

10L
BUNDLE

-

PALLET

120
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LINDOCAT CLASSIC WHITE
CLUMPING WHITE LARGE- GRANULES FRAGRANCE-FREE
The precious 100% natural white bentonite ensures
effectiveness both in terms of clumping and absorption.
By not sticking to the animal’s paws, its large granules mean
that very little gets scattered outside of the tray.
Recommended for cats with a sensitive sense of smell
due to its lack of fragrance.

10L

15L

BUNDLE

-

-

PALLET

120

80

10L

15L

CLUMPING BENTONITE

LINDOCAT ODOUR STOP
CLUMPING WITH “COVER ODOR” TECHNOLOGY
It combines great clumping properties with the patented
“Cover Odor” formula that effectively neutralizes any bad
odors by absorbing those molecules responsible, thus
sanitizing the surrounding environment for a long time.
Its technology makes it the ideal solution for those who
have several cats using the same litter box.

6L

14

BUNDLE

3

PALLET

150

LINDOCAT BABY POWDER
CLUMPING WITH BABY POWDER SCENT
The natural bentonite with fine granules means that
it rapidly and effectively clumps without wasting any
of the product and has the great capacity to absorb liquids
and odors. Featuring a pleasant baby powder fragrance,
it combats odors even more, diffusing around
the surrounding environment.

5kg
BUNDLE

3

PALLET

150

LINDOCAT CLASSIC
CLUMPING LARGE GRANULES FRAGRANCE-FREE
Made of 100% natural bentonite, it features excellent
agglomerating properties and a great capacity to retain liquids
and odors. Its large granules mean that very little gets scattered
outside of the litter tray. Its lack of fragrance makes it ideal
for cats with a sensitive sense of smell.

8L

20L

BUNDLE

2

-

PALLET

132

50

8L

20L

LINDOCAT SMELL GOOD!
CLUMPING LARGE GRANULES WITH FLORAL SCENT
Made of 100% natural bentonite, it boasts of great clumping
properties and an effective absorption of liquids. It combats
odors thanks to a delicate floral fragrance that spreads
a pleasant clean scent around the room. Its large granules
also reduce any litter being scattered outside of the tray.

8L
BUNDLE

2

PALLET

132
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LINDOCAT THE ORIGINAL
CLUMPING FINE GRANULES FRAGRANCE FREE
The fine granule bentonite gives it a very rapid agglomerating
property and absorbs a great deal of liquids and bad odors.
The small size of the granules also mean that it forms solid
clumps without wasting any of the product. Free of additional
scents, it is ideal for cats that do not like fragrances.

5L

10L

BUNDLE

4

-

PALLET

240

112

5L

10L

LINDOCAT GREEN SCENT
CLUMPING FINE-GRANULE ANTIBACTERIAL AND ANTIFUNGAL
Its fine-granule bentonite gives it a very rapid clumping
property without wasting any of the product as well as an
excellent absorbency level.
Combats odors thanks to the pleasant pine scent, it combines
the antibacterial and antifungal action of Vetiver, making
it ideal for those looking for maximum hygiene.
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5L

10L

BUNDLE

4

-

PALLET

240

112

5L

10L

ABSORBENT
LITTER
The range of Lindocat absorbent litters
owes their effectiveness to the particular
characteristic of the clay minerals that make
them: high-quality 100% natural urasite a
nd white sepiolite, which feature extraordinary
absorption properties, capable of quickly
catching and neutralizing bacteria and,
consequently, bad odors.
The litter thus remains dry and clean
for a long time, keeping the surrounding
environment sanitized.

100% NATURAL
LONG LASTING
ZERO ODOR
EASY TO CLEAN

LINDOCAT ESSENTIAL
URASITE-BASED ANTI-ODOR ABSORBENT
Made 100% of ultra-absorbent urasite without any chemical
processing, it has great absorption properties which allows
you to keep the litter dry for a long time.
The natural ability to reduce the reproduction of bacteria
combats bad odors by neutralizing them quickly and effectively.

10L

20L

BUNDLE

2

-

PALLET

120

50

10L

20L
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LINDOCAT SANIPLUS
ANTISEPTIC AND ANTIMYCOTIC ABSORBENT
The precious urasite in this product ensures excellent
absorbency and effectiveness against bad odors.
The addition of the treasured bitter orange essence
plays an important role as an antiseptic and antimycotic,
keeping the surrounding environment sanitized by releasing
its pleasant citrus scent.

10L
BUNDLE

2

PALLET

120

LINDOCAT NATURAL CLEAN
SEPIOLITE-BASED ABSORBENT WITH LAVENDER
AND ARGAN ESSENCE
Featuring 100% natural white sepiolite granules, it effectively
absorbs liquids and quickly captures their odors, which is also
counteracted by a light lavender fragrance.
Thanks to the beneficial properties of the precious Argan oil,
it is ideal for protecting a cat’s fur, especially if it is long.

10L

18

BUNDLE

2

PALLET

120

SILICA
GEL LITTERS
Lindocat offers a line of silica gel litters,
a hypoallergenic material that comes
in crystal form. Its exceptional absorption
properties mean it can quickly capture urine
and dry up excrement, aiding in its removal.
The special formula blocks the reproduction
of bacteria and the diffusion of bad odors.
An ideal product for those looking for a light,
dust-free litter box that does not stick
to the cat’s paws.

LIGHT
EASY TO CLEAN
ULTRA ABSORBENT
DUST FREE

LINDOCAT CRYSTAL
ULTRA ABSORBENT FRAGRANCE FREE
Completely hypoallergenic, it stands out for its absorption
and dehydrating properties. Liquids and odors are immediately
trapped and excrement dehydrated. Thanks to their particular
form, the crystals do not produce dust and do not stick
to the cat’s paws, thus remaining in the tray.

5L

15L

BUNDLE

6

2

PALLET

144

48

5L

15L
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LINDOCAT CRYSTAL LEMON
ULTRA ABSORBENT WITH LEMON FRAGRANCE
Featuring a pleasant lemon scent that spreads throughout
the room, it neutralizes bad odors and quickly absorbs liquids,
ensuring quick and easy cleaning. It does not stick to the cat’s
paws and does not produce dust: essential properties for
keeping the surrounding environment clean and sanitized.

5L
BUNDLE

6

PALLET

144

LINDOCAT CRYSTAL ALOE VERA
ULTRA ABSORBENT WITH ALOE VERA FRAGRANCE
Thanks to its formula, it guarantees rapid absorption of liquids
and the effective dehydration of the any organic material, while
capturing all bacteria. Dust-free and ultra-light, it is able to
quickly neutralize any bad odors in the litter: in their place
it releases a delicate aloe vera fragrance that diffuses around
the surrounding environment.

5L
BUNDLE

6

PALLET

144

LINDOCAT CRYSTAL LAVENDER
ULTRA ABSORBENT WITH LAVENDER FRAGANCE
A pleasant lavender fragrance adds to the effectiveness
of the silica gel crystals. Liquids and bad odors are instantly
captured and excrement dries up, aiding in its removal.
The special crystal structure does not produce dust,
nor does it stick to the cat’s paws so it cannot be scattered
around the house.
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5L

16L

BUNDLE

6

2

PALLET

144

48

5L

16L

ECOLOGICAL
LITTER
A 100% organic-based range, produced
with ground corn cobs: this noteworthy
“waste” product from corn cultivation has
been given new life.
Thanks to the addition of a natural additive
with clumping properties, a super absorbable
litter is born, effective against odors
and completely biodegradable: it can even
be disposed of down a household toilet
or in organic waste.

BIODEGRADABLE
ORGANIC-BASED
ULTRA-ABSORBENT
ODOR FREE

LINDOCAT LOVABLE NATURE
AGGLOMERANT, BIODEGRADABLE AND COMPOSTABLE
Its exclusive plant based bio-technology guarantees great
clumping properties and the super rapid absorption of liquids
and bad odors. It acts effectively while totally respecting
the environment: being 100% compostable and biodegradable,
it can in fact be disposed of conveniently either
in organic waste or down a household toilet.

6L

25L

BUNDLE

-

-

PALLET

168

42

6L

25L
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LOTS OF
SMALL PETS,
GREAT HYGIENE
FOR EVERYONE.
Every animal has its own litter:
in addition to the specific products
for cats, Lindocat has developed a
range of litters dedicated to the hygiene
of small household pets, specifically
designed to meet the needs
of every species.
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LINDOPET UNIVERSAL LITTER
UNIVERSAL LITTER BASED ON CONIFER WOOD
Made 100% of coniferous wood fibers and free of any
chemical additives, it is the universal solution for all small
animals such as cats, birds and rodents. Its organic based
composition helps to quickly absorb liquids and capture
bad odors, leaving the surrounding environment
clean and sanitized.

10L
BUNDLE

-

PALLET

99

LINDOCIP BIRD LITTER
LITTERS FOR BIRDS BASED ON MARINE GRIT
It stands out for its special marine grit-based hygienic sand,
made of shell fragments essential for a bird’s health.
With an aniseed fragrance, it prevents bad odors spreading
and makes cleaning the cage easier by quickly absorbing
and drying any excrement.

1 kg

5 kg

PACK

CARTON
BOX

PLASTIC
BOX

BUNDLE

12

4

PALLET

780

240

1 kg

5 kg

LINDOROD LITTER FOR RODENTS
EXTRA-FINE GRANULE LITTER FOR RODENTS
Its extra-fine granules makes this litter ideal for hamsters,
squirrels, dwarf rabbits, guinea pigs and reptiles.
The absorption properties of the natural urasite means
it instantly captures liquids and bad odors, limiting
the reproduction of bacteria as much as possible.

3 kg
BUNDLE

4

PALLET

280
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LINDOCAT is a brand of:
Laviosa Chimica Mineraria S.p.A.
Via L. Da Vinci 21 | Livorno 57123 - Italy
T +39 0586 43 40 00
www.lindocat.it

Customer Care
order.catlitter@laviosa.com

